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Kerala is a well known tropical paradise of India in the southern part of the country. It is a beautiful
nature gifted state filled with rich flora and fauna created by the hot humid climatic condition
prevailing in the state. The waving palms and wide sandy beaches along with narrow strips of
coastal territory that slopes the western Ghats in the cascading lush green vegetations on the
slopes of mountains and valley enthralled with backwater makes the state stunning in its natural
world. Kerala today has become the nest of honeymoon couples for its appealing romantic
ambience.

Kerala has emerged as a paradise for couples escaping for romantic wide space area to spend
some intimate time together. Honeymoon packages are widely spreading far and wide and have
even earned international popularity for its unbeatable opportunities offered in it.

Among the popular outstanding attraction are Kerala houseboat cruise, heart melting hill resorts and
health entertaining beach excitements plays an important role in capturing the attention of tourist
from across the globe Kerala honeymoon travel packages are well organized Customerize
packages set apart for honeymoon escaper. They mostly cater opportunity relevant to the couples
need and interest. Experience lovely moments of life with your partner by breaking off for such travel
trip made for romantic escape.

There are many outstanding idealistic classic sites in Kerala. Thus it is said to be a home of many
attractions which can help you to get new look for life. Take a walk on the lap of its green paradise
and experience the sheer joy and happiness of mingling relation with nature. Try celebrating
memorable honeymoon trip for life time treasure bedecked by sprawling tea gardens, with verdant
green valleys and mountains.  Such trip can be a life time experience if you target for the right
destination.

Munnar

It is one of the most popular hill stations of the state noted for its glowing tea plantation. Munnar is
extremely beautiful estate, blessed with scenic charm of tea plantation set on the either sides of the
plunging three mountain streams. Honeymoon vacation in this place creates unforgettable memento
to love life and a true bond for married life. Go for a walk and enjoy some of the fascinating tourist
attraction such as Anamudi which is noted for its highest peak in the Kerala is the best site for
trekking. Take up the trekking activity provided in it and go round exploring the wonders and beauty
of the incredible Eravikulam National Park and other wildlife opulent sites found in it. Capture some
snaps of the rare wildlife during jungle safari and enjoy overnight stay with your partner and create
fabulous memories of it.

Wayanad, Thekkady, Kumarakom and Alleppey are also some of the mind influencing tourist
destination and honeymoon attraction sites of the state of Kerala. There are numerous uncountable
mysteries and wonders within the state to be discover such as ayurvedic herbal medicinal
treatment, alluring backwater and its houseboat cruise, coir industry, Chinese fishing Net and snake
boat race entertainment etc. So Kerala can truly be called an enigmatic land of Godâ€™s own country
mean for humanity to explore with any honeymoon packages in Kerala. Move out for honeymoon
and enjoy exploring its incredible beauty and wonders prevailing in it.
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